
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a manager, contract
management. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manager, contract management

Deliver required artefacts supporting schedule development, project
planning, budget management, stakeholder management, quality assurance
and scope/requirements management
Monitor spend-to-forecast to approved budget and report variance
Conduct process analysis of assigned activity, utilize appropriate business
tools and provide comprehensive documentation of the as-is and future
states with all supporting documentation, stored in the appropriate location
Plans, analyses, and presents the stakeholder requirements with internal IT
teams and external vendors
Identifies gaps and shortcomings in solutions and builds long term
relationships with technology teams
Create comprehensive test material as required to thoroughly test all
components of the solution
Requires a college or university degree and/or relevant proven work
experience, and strong leadership that provide knowledge and skills to the
functional business
Demonstrates strong experience in change initiatives, covering such areas as
operations, IT and product development
Strong knowledge of project management methodologies such as Agile is a
distinct advantage
Excellent client-facing skills, to manage the relationship throughout the
project with

Example of Manager, Contract Management Job
Description
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Familiarity with basic copyright and intellectual property law and insurance
coverage required for program distribution
Ability to identify unclear, insufficient, or incorrect legal delivery
documentation received from a third party and to follow up to obtain
clarification and proper documentation
Ability to exercise sound judgment in determining when it is appropriate to
make a decision and when it is appropriate to escalate that decision to more
senior management
The ideal candidate will have approx
Knowledge and experience within the transfer agency business specifically
with TA operational experience be a large advantage
Experience in reviews of Legal and Regulatory documents (as they pertain to
Transfer Agency), in particular Prospectus and Application Forms


